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Hardening mechanisms at grain boundaries:
a microscopic approach
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54042 Nancy Cedex, France

(Reçu le 26 mai 1987, accepté le 3 juillet 1981)

Résumé. 2014 Les mécanismes de durcissement par les joints de grains sont illustrés à l’aide d’observa-
tions récentes dans des bicristaux de silicium. Après quelques rappels élémentaires sur la structure
des joints et des dislocations intergranulaires, appliqués au joint de coincidence 03A3 = 9, les pro-
cessus de dissociation des dislocations dans les joints de grain et de transmission des dislocations
d’un grain à l’autre sont discutés. A température modérée, ces mécanismes opèrent difficilement et

n’empêchent pas la formation au voisinage des joints de régions beaucoup plus écrouies que l’inté-
rieur des grains et où l’on observe, dès la limite élastique, des réseaux de barrières de Lomer-
Cottrell, de nombreux indices de glissement dévié et des concentrations de contraintes très élevées,
éventuellement opposées à la contrainte appliquée. La généralisation de ces observations à d’autres
types de joints et d’autres matériaux est discutée brièvement.

Abstract. 2014 Grain-boundary induced hardening mechanisms are illustrated by recent observations in
silicon bicrystals. Basic features of grain boundary structure and grain boundary dislocations are
given in the case of the 03A3 = 9 twin boundary. The dissociation of dislocations in grain boundaries
and the possibility of direct dislocation transmission from one crystal to the other across the in-
terface are discussed. At moderate temperatures, such mechanisms are difficult and not able to pre-
vent the formation of work hardened regions in the neighbourhood of grain boundaries, right at the
onset of plastic deformation. Those regions contain networks with Lomer-Cottrell locks and show evi-
dence of profuse cross-slip. Large stress concentrations arise, that may be against the applied
stress. The relevance of these findings for other kinds of grain boundaries and other materials is
briefly discussed.
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1. Introduction

Grain boundaries play an important part in the

strength of materials. Yet, although extensive work
hàs been done on single crystals as well as on grain
boundaries, predicting the mechanical properties of
a polycrystalline aggregate from his knowledge on

single crystal plasticity is still a challenge to
the materials scientist.

There is little doubt that a most important pro-
blem in polycrystals is the need for maintaining the
cohesion between grains when deformation proceeds.
As these compatibility problems are assumed to be
thoroughly dealt with by C. Rey in this conference,
the emphasis here is put on microscopic aspects of
the problem, namely interactions and reactions of
dislocations with grain boundaries.

Since grain boundaries introduce some discontinu-

ity in both the geometry of slip and elastic proper-
ties, interaction with the dislocations which carry

slip within the grains is unavoidable. There are va-
rious ways in which grain boundaries can modify dis-
location dynamics and dislocation distributions :
Because of the crystallographic discontinuity, grain
boundaries are primarily assumed to hinder disloca-
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tion motion and to act as obstacles. A first set of

questions then arises : How- strong obstacles are

grain boundaries ? Are they able to sustain long pi-
le ups ? Or can some transmission of dislocations
take place across them, from one grain to the other ?
If such a possibility of direct transmission exists,
what level of stress is required for it operates and
what are the rules for the choice of the slip sys-
tem(s) that could be activated in the other grain by
a given dislocation incoming at the grain boundary ?

But grain boundaries are not necessarily obsta-
cles to dislocation motion, they have also been pos-
tulated to be efficient dislocation sinks i.e. they
could absorb dislocations,preventing then pile up
formation. The capacity of grain boundaries for dis-
location absorption has often been founded on the
intuitive view that grain boundaries have less orde-
red structures than crystals and that such poorly
ordered structures can easily accomodate the topo-
logical disorder that is present in the core of a
dislocation. In fact, grain boundaries have ordered
structures i.e. solid interfaces are built with

specific structural units between which dislocations
or defects can be defined. The same topological ru-
le applies as in crystals : a dislocation line can-
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not end at a grain boundary unless it is connected
to other dislocations, with the total Burgers vec-
tor kept constant at nodes or for any reaction.

Therefore the absorption of a dislocations by a
grain boundary occurs via a dissociation into grain
boundary dislocations with smaller Burgers vectors
and when a dislocation is transmitted through a
grain boundary either its Burgers vector is common
to both adjacent crystals or, in the general case,
a grain boundary dislocation has to be created in

the interface.
This remark suggests that the efficiency of both

dislocation transmission and absorption mechanisms
should be rather limited because of the increasing
defect content of grain boundaries that would
result.

Also questionable, with that view that grain
boundaries have ordered structures, is the proposal
of several authors that grain boundaries could be
among the first dislocation sources at the onset of

plastic deformation.
Besides these grain boundary mechanisms and, es-

pecially if it is recognized that they cannot pre-
vent or relax pile up stresses, one has to consider
intra-grain mechanisms. As shown below, the arrange-
ment of dislocations in the regions adjacent to grain
boundaries may be totally different from those in the

grain interior and this could be of prime importance
for the hardening problem.

None of the above ideas is really new. They have
been expressed and discussed in reviews by Hirth [1J,
Gleiter et al. [2], Smith [3], Priester [4] or Lim

and Raj [5], for example. Another exhaustive review
is not necessary and this paper simply aims at illus-

trating the mechanisms listed above with new experi-
mental results obtained in oriented bicrystals of
silicon.

As for single crystal work, elemental semiconduc-

tors can be viewed as model materials, with the same

slip geometry as fcc metals, of very high purity and
crystalline perfection, giving the possibility to
tune the dislocation velocity by an appropriate
choice of testing temperature and, particularly, to

freeze dislocation configurations by cooling under
load. In addition nearly perfect bicrystals can be
grown with well-defined grain boundaries and such
materials are very well suited to observations by
several imaging techniques : X-Ray topography, con-
ventional and High Resolution electron microscopy.

Most results were obtained in the so-called E = 9

bicrystal, whose structural characteristics are gi-
ven in the next section, as an example introducing
to the crystallography of grain boundaries and grain
boundary dislocations.

Hardening mechanisms at grain boundaries is a wi-

de topic and the reader is warned that important
problems have not received in this overwiew point
the attention they would have dea-erved.

(i) All reported results refer to the first stages
of plastic deformation starting from dislocation-
free material. All deformation experiments were per-
formed at temperatures between 0.6 Tm - 0.7 Tm (Tm
absolute temperature of melting), 1,e. % 1000 K -
~ 1150 K in Si, which corresponds to cold deforma-
tion of usual metals : deformation is carried by
dislocation glide. Cross-slip is possible, but climb
in the grain interior is negligible as well as grain
boundary sliding or grain boundary migration. These
"high temperature" phenomena are not considered.

(ii) Grain boundaries were supposed to be perfectly
clean, so that interactions with dislocations are

not complicated by segregation or precipitation phe-
nomena C6
(iii) Bicrystals are an oversimplification of poly-

crystals for many purposes and do not allow us to
deal with flow stress -grain size relationships or
the difficult problem of determining the strain dis-
tribution in polycrystalline aggregates.

2. Z = 9 boundaries in the diamond cubic structure :
An example of ordered interface

The Z = 9 boundary is a high-angle, symmetric, tilt,
coincidence boundary, corresponding to a disorienta-
tion of 38.94° around the C0111 axis. The boundary
plane is indexed (172)j in lattice I and (122)II in
lattice II. (Indices are transposed f rom one cubic ba-
sis to the other by the rotation matrix). This boun-

dary may be referred to as a second order twin boun-
dary.

The atomic structure of the (172) E = 9 boundary
in the diamond cubic structure can be described as
a periodic arrangement of L and L’ structural units
made up of five and seven atom rings. L and L’ units
correspond to each other in a glide (1/4 [4lf]y)
mirror ((122)I) symmetry. According to this model,
depicted in Figure 1, the structure has no dangling
bonds and each L or L’ unit can be viewed as the co-
re of a perfect Lomer dislocation [7-1 1J .

In the classical picture of a grain boundary as
arrays of dislocations these Lomer dislocations
would be labelled as intrinsic, primary dislocations.

If the two lattices I and II were allowed to in-

terpenetrate each other, some lattice points would
appear to belong simultaneously to both, forming the
coincidence site lattice, CSL, represented in bold
lines in figure 1 . It is also convenient for our

purpose to introduce the so-called DSC lattice re-

presented in dotted lines in figure 1. Any DSC vec-
tor is a linear integer combination of vectors of
lattices I and II. Grain boundary dislocations usu-
ally have Burgers vectors that are vectors of the
DSC lattice.

Z = 9 boundaries in Si bicrystals were really
perfect, since they have been grown from seeds con-
taining a naturally occured twin, but let us assume

that, in real bicrystals, some departure from the
exact coincidence orientation exists, this should be
accounted for by an array of secondary dislocations
with DSC Burgers vectors, superimposed to the struc-
ture depicted above. As a part of the equilibrium
structure of the real boundary, these dislocations
would also be regarded as intrinsic.

On the contrary, if a lattice dislocation enters
the grain boundary it will Le regarded -or the re-
action products it forms with existing dislocations
of the intrinsic arrays- as extrinsic.

There is no need here for a rigorous treatment of
these crystallographic features (see [12,13]) but a
last important feature of grain boundary disloca-
tions has to be mentioned : these dislocations are

usually associated with steps in the boundary plane.
This is because the boundary plane has a preferred
path in the CSL unit cell. Since grain boundary dis-
locations correspond to shear vectors, which are
usually not CSL vectors, steps must be introduced
in order to preserve the equilibrium structure of
the interface on each side of the dislocations [14,
15]. Steps introduce extra energy that has to be
taken into account in reactions between grain boun-
dary dislocations. They may impede the mobility of
grain boundary dislocations. On the other hand,
they play an important role in grain boundary sli-
ding.

Topological requirements alone leave various pos--
sibilities to define the step associated to a given
DSC vector. However, actual steps, which can be ob-
served by High Resolution Electron Microscopy (HRE!1:
carry useful information on the way the DSC disloca--
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tions have b een f orm ed .
The special features of [0111 tilt bicrystals

should be emphasized as far as plastic deformation
is concerned : (i) one Burgers vector 1/2 [011] is
common to each crystal and (ii) four (111) sli
planes -two in each grain- meet along the [011] di-
rection in the boundary plane.

3. Remarks on deformation conditions

The reader will find details on experimental tech-
niques in the original papers. Two points concerning
deformation conditions are noteworthy. (i) In all
kinds of experiments reported below, except for
in situ straining experiments in the high voltage
electron microscope (HVEH), the stress was applied
in a direction parallel to the boundary plane and
close to 123&#x3E;. Therefore, each crystal, considered
alone, would have deformed by single slip and, as-
suming that each grain of the bicrystal deformed ho-
mogeneously on this primary slip system, no plastic
strain incompatibility would have arised at the
grain boundary. Such bicrystals are said to be plas--

Fig.1 - [011]projection of the (122) Z=9 symmetrical
tilt boundary in the diamond cubic structure
- CSL unit cell ; --- DSCL unit cell ; ~,
atoms in the plane of the paper ; 2022, atoms

1 /4 [011] above.

tically compatible. They could also be defined as
isoaxial. (This is not to deny the importance of in-

compatibilities but simply because, even in this

fully compatible situation, dislocation configura-
tions in and near grain boundaries are really invol-
ved and difficult to analyse. A microscopic inves-
tigation in E = 9 bicrystals deformed in non-compa-
tible conditions, for example with a stress axis
inclined on the boundary plane might be a next step
of this work).
(ii) The applied shear stress, T, was variable de-

pending on the kind of experiment considered. In

HVEM in situ straining experiments it was estimated

from the observed dislocation velocity. Twill be in-
dicated in figure headings.

4. Grain boundaries as dislocation sinks. Dissocia-
tion into grain boundary dislocations

A first evidence that dislocations can dissociate

when meeting a E = 9 boundary is given by Figure 2.

This thin foil had been used for in situ straining
experiments in a HVEM operated at 400 kV, cooled down
and the dark-field micrograph presented was taken
later with a JEOL 200 CX microscope (X. Baillin,
A. Jacques and J. Pelissier, unpublished results).
In the area presented, some deformation took place
only in the grain which is imaged. A group of dislo-
cations piled-up against the boundary plane and this
gave rise to grain boundary dislocations which moved
in the grain boundary plane away from the line of
impact. All dislocations visible in the boundary
have the same contrast and their Burgers vector was
determined to be the unit DSC vector, parallel to
(172)j. Those dislocations can move in the grain
boundary by pure glide. They are viewed as produced
by the dissociation of the leading dislocations of

Fig.2 - Conventional TEM observation of a foil that
has been prior strained in the HVEM (~973K,
03C4~150 MPa). Grain boundary dislocations with
Burgers vector bg = 1/18[41i], glide away
from the impact point of primary slip dislo-
cations. (A. Jacques, unpublished resultsi.

the pile up. Other product dislocations, whose
Burgers vectors should have a component normal to

(122)I and are presumably less mobile since their
motion would require some climb, could not be re-
solved.

A more detailed description of the dissociation
process was obtained by high resolution electron
microscopic (HREM) observations of bicrystals [16,
17’ slightly deformed at 1123 K.

Let us consider in crystal I a group of disloca-

tions of the rimary slip system (Burgers vector,
bI : 1/2 [110JI’ slip plane (111)I) gliding towards
the boundary plane. As they arrive near the inter-
face, dislocations align themselves parallel to it,
i.e. along [011]. Primary slip dislocations then
become 60° dislocations (60’ ils the angle between
b and the dislocation line, 91 whose core structu-
re is well known, since such orientation is a pre-
ferred one for isolated dislocations in the diamond
cubic structure. HREM observations have shown that
such dislocations are dissociated in their slip 1
plane in two Shockley partial dislocations (b = 6
112&#x3E;), with an intrinsic stacking fault in between.
In present experiments, the dissociation width was
found to be quite the same as in the bulk even for
the leading dislocations of a pile up, right at the
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grain boundary. One Shockley partial is of the 90°
type (b _ 1) and the other of the 30° type. Depen-
ding on the sign of the applied stress,the leading
dislocation, which touches the grain boundary first,
can be of either type.

In figure 3a, the 90° partial was the leading
one and had just touched the boundary. Figure 3b
shows what is supposed to be the next step : the
90° partial has dissociated according to :

dscl, dsc2 are basic vectors of the DSC lattice.

This reaction was achieved by the glide of the
dislocation bg in thé interface, away from thé im-
pact point, to which the dislocation bc remained at-
tached.

It appears that the trailing 30° partial was then
able to enter the grain boundary, forming at the im-
pact point a residual dislocation of Burgers vector :

which in turn was observed to dissociate into these
two components, which implies that at least one of
them was mobile, a process which involved climb i.e.
non conservative motion- in the grain boundary.

Some remarks may be made :

(i) It is generally assumed that the driving force
for dissociation into grain boundary dislocations is
a reduction of elastic energies. If the simple ¿b2
criterion is used, the first step observed here does
not reduce the elastic energy since the two products
have normal Burgers vectors.

This suggests that grain boundary dislocations
have different and smaller stress fields than crys-
tal dislocations. At the author’s knowledge, this
problem is not solved. Recently Lim [18] proposed
that a grain boundary dislocation of Burgers vector
b can be treated as a crystal dislocation but with

a reduced Burgers vectors fb where

a is the ratio of the elastic constants of the

"grain boundary phase" to that of the bulk crystal.
(The grain boundary is approximated as a thin se-
cond phase of a few lattice constants thick having
elastic constants that could be the same as exhibi-
ted by amorphous materials).

The second step of the absorption process i.e.
the absorption of the trailing 30° partial is faci-
litated by the emission of the bg dislocation which
decreases the repulsive force exerted on it. The

absorption is further facilitated if the stress
field of the bc dislocation is smaller than that of
a crystal dislocation of same Burgers vector, follo-

wing the argument of Lim.

(ii) Except for a few particular cases, some of the

product dislocations have a Burgers vector with a
component normal to the boundary plane. As stated
by Pond and Smith [19], the absorption process in-
volves the separation of the product grain boundary
dislocations at a rate limited in general by climb
or by their interaction with any pre-existing dis-
location networks if more general boundaries are
considered. Since climb is involved, the efficiency
of dislocation absorption by grain boundaries is
expected to increase with temperature, together with
the diffusion rate. J. Thibault-Desseaux is presen-
tly investigating Z = 9 bicrystals of silicon that
have been deformed at 1473 K in order to check this

point.
From HREM micrographs, atomic steps associated

with grain boundary dislocations and the core struc-

ture of the latter could be directly determined. A
bc dislocation is associated to equal and opposite
steps in the two grains i.e. the average grain boun-
dary plane is not sheared and, if this is taken as
the reference, the step height , hc = 0.

Other dislocations have non-zero associated steps
i.e. they shear the grain boundary plane and their
motion would induce some amount of grain boundary

Fig,3 - (a) A 60° dislocation arriving at a Z = 9 boundary in silicon. In (b), the leading §hocklez partial
dislocation, with 90° character, has dissociated into grain boundary dislocations, bc and bg. The
bg dislocation has glided in the boundary plane. HREM observations (black atoms) by El Kajbaji and
Thibault-Desseaux [16,17]. In the attached sketches, the Burgers vectors are indicated in the DSC
lattice.
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Fig.4 - Core structures of grain boundary dislocations determined from HREM observations by El Kajbaji and
Thibault-Desseaux [16]. (a) Dislocation with the Burgers vector bc = 1/9[122]I. No step is introdu-
ced in the boundary. The additional boat-shaped 6 atom ring is a structural unit of the usual (111;
E = 3 twin boundary. (b) Dislocation with the Burgers vectors bg = 1/18[41i],. The boundary plane is
sheared by hg = 1/9[t22]i.

migration :

Models of the core structure of bc and bg disloca-
tions are shown in Figure 4. (Although it is some-

what out the scope of this paper, it may be noticed

that such cores are well localized and can be recon-

structed without any dangling bonds).
Other grain boundary dislocations were found.

They could be described as the result of reactions
between tc, bg and b30 dislocations coming from
crystal dislocations of crystals I and II [16].
These various configurations suggest that, in the

present case, unit grain boundary dislocations are
relatively weakly interacting. Transformation of a
set of elementary DSC dislocations into complex con-
figurations with non unit DSC Burgers vectors seems
to be easily reversible.

The net result of dislocation absorption by E = 9

boundaries in the case of symmetrical deformation is
the accumulation of bc dislocations in the boundary
plane. This is easily understood when the symmetric
deformation of the two grains is considered. Let us
assume that two 60° dislocations enter the boundary,
the one from crystal I and the other from crystal II.
Their dissociation creates two bg dislocations of
opposite signs, two identical bc dislocations and
two b30 and b30 dislocations, whose components of
Burgers vectors parallel to the grain boundary canc-
el, whereas normal components add according to the
r eac t ion 

The two opposite bg dislocations, being mobile, cer-
tainly annihilate :

and if bc dislocations are able to homogenize their
distributions, one is left with a subgrain boundary
of the same tilt axis superimposed to the initial

E = 9 boundary. In agreement with macroscopic obser-
vations [20], the misorientation angle between the
two components of the bicrystals evolves continuous--
ly with strain, increasing in compression, while it
would be decreased by a tensile deformation which
is expected to create - bc dislocations.

5. Transmission of slip across grain boundaries

Clear evidence of dislocation transmission across

high-angle grain boundaries is rare [21,22] although
many authors claimed they have observed it. Prelimi-

nary indications for local slip transmission by
grain boundaries was gained from slip trace analysis
or etch pits distributions. Hook and Hirth [23,24],
for example, demonstrated a very high degree of cor--

relation at grain boundaries between narrow slip
bands in Fe-Si bicrystals of various orientations.
Figure 5 presents a typical slip line configuration
in Si bicrystals deformed up to the upper yield
point. In initially dislocation-free Si crystals ob-
tained by the Czochralski pulling technique, the de-
formation at this stage is highly inhomogeneous and
few slip lines are present. Very clearly, the defor-
mation has started in one grain and has been propa-
gated in the second through the grain boundary. Such

low magnification observations leave however the
possibility that the correlation between slip bands
in grains I and II results from the activation in

grain II of pre-existing dislocation sources by the
long range stresses developed by dislocations of
grain I when they built pile ups against the bounda-
ry. In such a case, one could not really speàk of
dislocation transmission across the boundary. In ad--

dition neither slip lines nor etch pits allow the
Burgers vectors of dislocations to be determined.

Most of the evidence for dislocation transmission
based on better resolution imaging techniques, as
conventional TEM, that can be found in the literatu-
re is unfortunately poor, when not totally mislead-
ding. Observations are of the sort shown in Figure 6.
In this micrograph, the two grains of a E = 9 bi-
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Fig.5 - Slip traces in a Z=9 bicrystal of silicon

deformed.symmetrically in compression at
1023 K, c = 8x10-6s-1 up to the upper yield
point (nominal stress ’- 50 MPa). After [25].

crystal were imaged simultaneously with the common
g = 022. The boundary is made visible only by dislo-
tions that have been stopped at it. Among these dis-

locat ions, one is bulging out from the boundary,
which seems to be a good indication that it may have

crossed the boundary. In the present case, this dis-

location has the 1/2 [011] common Burgers vector and
it has probably been transmitted from the other
grain (see below). However it could also have been

pushed against the boundary and some time later ex-
tracted from it backwards as the result of a rever-
sal of the local stress. Experimental indications
in favour of such stress reversals will be given in
section 6. Thus such dislocation could have moved
forth and back without crossing the boundary.

(Similarly the claimed evidence for the efficien-
cy of grain boundaries as dislocation sources often
relies on the simple observation that a higher dislo-
cation density is present in regions adjacent to the
boundaries, a fact which obviously is better explai-
ned by the barrier that boundaries oppose to dislo-
cations !).

In order to study dislocation transmission, the

most convenient experiments are in situ straining
experiments. Two kinds of experiments were performed
with E = 9 silicon bicrystals [2s,26J : the one using
X-Ray Topography as the imaging technique, with the
synchrotron radiation delivered by the LURE-DCI faci-
lity to shorten exposure times, and the second using
HVEM. In both cases,experiments were interrupted as
soon as interesting configurations appeared, the sam-

ples cooled down with the load applied and Burgers
vector analysis could be done by standard TEM or X-
ray topography.

In figure 7, a Lang topograph taken after the
straining experiments is shown. Dislocations were
created from a scratch in the left grain and they
accumulate over a large fraction of the grain boun-
dary area. In spite of single slip orientation, the
three slip systems with highest Schmid factors, s,
could be identified : [110] (HT) (s : 0.47),

Fig.6 - A possible example of dislocation transmis-
sion across a Z=9 grain boundary. Z=9 bicrys-
tal of silicon deformed at 1123 K slightly
beyond the upper yield point, E = 8xl()-6s-1
shear stress%8 MPa. Load-applied state. The

dislocation AB with Burgers vector 1/2[oïl]
and slip plane (111)I probably arrived from
(111)II in grain II. The glide planes in
grains I and II intersect at the boundary
along [011]orientation . After [27].

[011] (111)I (s : 0.38) and [110]I (111)I (s : 0.36;.
While most dislocations were stopped, a few groups
were able to develop in the second grain, running
from the grain boundary towards the grain interior
on (111)II planes. These groups are not made of pri-
mary slip dislocations, but of dislocations having
the common 1/2 [011] Burgers vector, (s : 0.38).
The grain boundary has filtered some of the incoming
dislocations.

Qualitatively different is the case depicted in
Figure 8. A higher dislocation density was developed
in the scratched grain and long range stresses due
to dislocation bands are larger, as evidencpd by
the contrast. At some places at the grain boundary,
dislocations belonging to several slip planes were
seen to develop in the second grain. Burgers vectors
could be determined and the following transmission
reactions were suggested :

(The signs are for dislocations, oriented positively
along [011], gliding towards the boundary in crystal
I and away from it in crystal II in a deformation in

tension).
Because of its limited resolution, X-ray topogra-

phy cannot prove that transmission of slip results
from a one-to-one dislocation process and HVEM expe-
riments were necessary to answer this question. HVEM
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experiments have confirmed that dislocations with
the common 1/2 C011] Burgers vector can be transmit-
ted across the boundary not only in symmetrical slip
planes (reaction n°1) but also on the second (111)
plane which contains the bicrystal tilt axis [25].
Reaction n°3 was observed very recently by Jacques,
Baillin and Pelissier (unpublished results). This

reaction is however difficult and saturates after
2 or 3 dislocations have been transmitted from the
head of a given dislocation pile up (Figure 9). Re-
action n°4 could not be observed with the orienta-
tions used so far for the HVEM samples but is howe-
ver supported by TEM observations [27J. On the con-
trary, reaction n°2 i.e. direct transmission of pri-
mary dislocations in the symmetrical slip system was
never observed as expected.

These results can be explained if both crystallo-
graphic and dynamic aspects are considered.

From the crystallographic point of view, the di-
rect transmission of a dislocation would require :
(i) either a good matching of slip planes of crys-
tals I and II at the boundary or that a small seg-
ment of the dislocation may climb or glide on unusu-
al planes[21] in order to surmount the mismatch and

catch up the nearest slip plane available in crystal
II.

(ii) the creation of a grain boundary dislocation to
ensure Burgers vector conservation, since, in general
cases, dislocations have not the same Burgers vectors
in crystal I and in crystal II.

The first requirement is easily fulfilled in sym-
metrical bicrystals and is obeyed by all the reac-
tions listed above. The Burgers vector of the grain
boundary dislocation that has to be created, bGB,
has been indicated above for any reaction. This se-
cond condition explains why dislocation transmission
is so difficult : a supply of extra energy is neces-
sary. A particular case exists in [011] tilt bounda-

ries, since one Burgers vector is common to both
grains. In this case, transmission is just cross-
slip : no defect is created in the boundary and many
dislocations can be transmitted from one slip band.

Fig.7 - Transmission of dislocation groups with 1/2

[011] Burgers vector in a Z=9 Si bicrystal
deformed for 25 min at 988 K and 45 MPa.

Lang topograph with g = 113I/113II (marker :
1 mm) and sketch of identified slip systems.
After [25].

For other reactions, it seems that that the modulus

of bGB is important ta decide which reaction should
occur : the smaller bGBI, the easier reaction. He-
re, considering associated steps does not change
this conclusion, but this result could not be gene-
ralized for other boundaries.

A second very important factor is how efficient

the stress concentration created by the pile up of
incoming dislocations is to promote the reaction. In
our experiments [261, this was estimated as follows.
The shear stresses exerted by a crystal I disloca-
tion pile up against the grain boundary were first
calculated assuming that the medium was isotropic
and the pile up was in equilibrium with an applied
shear stress T.

Since one was interested in a comparison between
different slip systems rather than in exact values,
the number of dislocations in the pile up was arbi-
trarily chosen to be 20 and the applied stress taken
at ~ 20 MPa. The shear stress exerted in any 110&#x3E;
available slip direction of {111} slip planes at any
point of crystal II was considered to be the sum of
the applied shear stress and of the appropriate com-
ponent of all pile-up dislocation elastic stress
fields.

The relative efficiency of a given pile up in ac-
tivating the different slip systems in crystal II
was displayed by plotting the locus of crystal II
points where the shear stress was equal to some ar-
bitrary value. An example is given in Figure 10.

The information contained in the equal shear cur-
ve was twofold : (i) the larger the area between the
curve and the boundary, the more probable the cor-
responding slip system activation, (ii) it was to

some extent possible to tell from the curve shape
whether pile up stresses favoured a direct transmis-
sion process or rather the remote activation oi near-

by pre-existing sources.
This analysis has confirmed the importance of pi-

le up stresses. All the observed transmission reac-
tions are favoured. Direct transmission is favoured
for reactions 1,, 3 and 4, listed above. On the con-

Fig.8 - Transmission of various types of dislocations
by Z=9 grain boundary in a Si bicrystal de-
formed for 35 min at 793 K and 45 MPa. Lang
topograph with g = 113I/113II (marker : 1 mm)
and sketch of identified slip systems. After

t25].
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Fig.9 - Transmission of dislocations T with Burgers
vectors 1/2[110]II in (111)II planes from
pile ups of dislocations P 1/2[flo]i, (1lt)i
(reaction n°3 in the text). TEM micrograph
of a foil strained in the HVEM at 1, 1023 K,
03C4~100 MPa (A.Jacques, X.Baillin, J.Pelissier
unpublished work).

trary, reaction 2 may result rather from the activa-
tion of pre-existing sources, asobserved in HVEM ex-

periments [25].
Remarks :

Since silicon is nearly isotropic, the grain boun-
dary introduces no image forces and no elastic incom-

patibilities when stressed. In anisotropic crystals
very different behaviour can arise and slip trans-
mission may be blocked by repulsive image forces,
i.e. dislocations cannot even enter the grain boun-
dary [28].

So far, the mechanism for dislocation transmission
across Z=9 boundaries has not been determined. Possi-
ble models have been given in [26, 29, 201 but could
not be confirmed, for example by HREM observations.
One difficulty is that the dissociation into grain
boundary dislocations of the leading partial dislo-
cation does not favour its transmission. In that son-

se, absorption and transmission can be regarded as
antagonist processes.

The main result of our experiments is that dislo-
cation transmission is a very difficult process,
which requires large stress concentrations. One ma-
jor problem appears to be accumulation of residual

grain boundary dislocations in the case of localized

Fig.10 - Examples of equal-shear-stress curves (T =

50) in slip systems of crystal II resulting
from the applied tensile stress (0 =37MPa,’
and a 20° dislocation pile up in crystal I.

Distances are expressed in units of the lat-

tice parameter. The boundary plane is hori-
zontal. The origin is at the meeting point
of the grain boundary and pile up plane,
which are viewed Qnd-on, as the slip plane
considered in cristal II

crossing by several dislocations emitted from the
same source. In reactions2 to 4 above, residual

grain boundary dislocations have Burgers vector with
components normal to the boundary plane and hence
cannot easily move in the grain boundary. Therefore
it is probable that the transmission could not pro-
ceed any further without introducing cracks at the
boundary plane.

6. Dislocation configurations at grain boundaries.
Work hardening in regions adjacent to grain
boundaries

It is clear from previous sections that, under the
"low" temperature conditions considered, grain boun-
daries are not able to absorb nor to transmit more
than a small fraction of incoming dislocations and
that they remain a 2-dimensional obstacle for most
of them. The blocking of slip by the boundary is ex-
pected to create in bicrystals a pile up situation
that could not form in a single crystal and this new
section reports that dislocations react and rearran-

ge themselves in order to minimize the resulting to-
tal stress, forming typical configurations which are
never observed in single crystals deformed under si-
milar conditions.
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As pointed out before, for a symmetrical bicrystal
subjected to symmetrical loading, plastic compatibi-
lity is ensured provided that the deformation proce-
eds homogeneously in both grains. Our purpose is to
demonstrate that even in this highly favourable and
simple situation, the inhomogeneity of plastic defor-
mation at the microscopic scale creates quite invol-
ved dislocation arrangements near the grain boundary.

In the present experiments, initially dislocation-
free bicrystals were strained at an imposed constant
strain rate. As in single crystals, a stress peak
was observed with a maximum defined as the upper

yield stress, Tuy, and a minimum defined as the lo-
wer yield stress, Toy

At the beginning of straining, the stress increa-
ses very rapidly since no dislocations are available.
Above some stress level, dislocations mutliply in an

"avalanche" type process. This sudden increase of the
mobile dislocation density allows the imposed strain
rate to be achieved under a reduced applied stress,
which controls the dislocation velocity. Internal
stresses due to dislocation-dislocation interactions

also increase with the dislocation density and a mi-
nimum flow stress is soon attained.

TEM observations to be reported below were made
in bicrystals deformed between the upper and the lo-
wer yield point, in order to avoid a too high dislo-
cation density near grain boundaries [27]. At this
stage of the deformation, it is known that slip is
very inhomogeneous, even in single crystals, where
several slip directions on several glide planes can
be excited, before a single slip situation is esta-
blished around the lower yield point. In bicrystals,
it is thus expected that groups of dislocations may
arrive at the boundary from both sides, more or less
at random.

Figure 11 presents a typical arrangement of pile
ups at the boundary. Long and short pile ups are ob-
served. Long pile ups are often stabilized by secon-
dary dislocations. They consist of several tens of
dislocations and may be up to 100 pm long. Short pile
ups often contain no more than 5 dislocations and are

less than 5 pm long. It is significant that long pile
ups are generally arranged symmetrically on both si-.
des of the boundary. Such symmetric pile ups create
some stress concentration at the boundary but preser-
ve the symmetry of the bicrystal. On the contrary,

Fig.11 - Typical pile up configuration in a E=9 Si

bicrystal deformed up to the upper yield
point at 1023 K, 03B5 = 8x10-6 s-1, nominal
strain 8xlo-3 , resolved shear stress 33 MPa

(Micrograph M. Martinez-Hernandez).

Fig.12 - Sketch of a configuration in Z=9 Si bicrys-
tals deformed as in Fig.11. A long pile up
of primary dislocations in grain I is bloc-

ked by the boundary. In grain II, primary
dislocations arriving on parallel slip pla-
nes are blocked before they can reach the
boundary by the stress of the pile up in
grain I. See [27].

shorter pile ups are staggered every 5 pm or so,
probably because there is no need to exactly compen-
sate their long range stresses which are much smal-
ler than for longer pile ups.

Figure 12 presents an other possible situation
[27] when a long pile up in grain I is not "equili-
brated" by a symmetric one in the other grain. Be-
cause of the stress barrier caused by the pile up,
dislocations that arrived on different parallel slip
planes in grain II, could not reach the boundary and
form a rough dislocation wall, which has, on average,
the character of a subgrain tilt boundary.

Another typical configuration is the dislocation
network of figure 13. Because the slip is inhomoge-
neous, if secondary slip dislocations are activated
they can well reach an area of the boundary plane
which has not yet been attained by primary slip dis-
locations. After the upper yield point, mainly prima-
ry dislocations multiply and it may be that prima-
ries run into a high density of secondary pile ups
at the boundary. The resulting attractive reaction
forms Lomer-Cottrell locks [31 ] . This lead to a net-
work where primary dislocations are stretched out
between the Lomer-Cottrell segments, the secondaries,
which acted as obstacles, appearing as steps of the
ladder structure.

It must be stressed here that secondary disloca-
tions involved in network formation have not been
activacted by incompatibility stresses but simply by
the applied stress. This is made sure not only by the
shape of the network but also through the observation
that among all possible reactions of this type, we
have observed only those for which the Schmid factor
for each reactant was higher than 0.2.

Such networks are usually observed in stage II of
the hardening curve of single crystals. In bicrys-
tals, it can be said that the neighbourhood of the
boundary is in an advanced stage of deformation.

Profuse cross-slip is another dislocation process
which is mainly involved at an advanced stage of de-
formation in single crystals (transition from stage
II to stage III of parabolic hardening) and which
occurs near grain boundaries at the yielding of bi-
crystals. Cross-slip was very frequently observed
during in situ straining experiments. It enabled dis
locations to escape from the heads of pile ups (Figu-
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Fig.13 - Dislocation network observed in a Z=9 Si bi-

crystal deformed as in Fig.11. The curved

parts of the dotted lines are secondary dis-
locations (b = 1/2[011]I,(111)I), the full

lines are primaries (b = 1/2[110]I,(111)I)
and the straight dotted lines are Lomer-
Cottrell dislocations (b = 1/2[101]I). After
L27].

Fig.15 - Prismatic dislocations created by repeated
cross-slip. Both the primary slip plane
(trace parallel to the grain boundary) and
the cross-slip plane are viewed nearly end-
on. Z=25 ([001] tilt, 6 = 16,26°) Si bicrys-
tal deformed at 1023 K, slightly before thelower yield point, nominal strain 7x10-3,
T = 11 MPa. After [27].

re 14) and also provided an efficient way of homoge-
nizing the distribution of crystal dislocations
trapped in the boundary plane. Baillin et al. [25J
reported on the filling of the grain boundary plane
with dislocations arriving from a single source by
repeated cross-slip. Dislocations first escaped from
the pile up that had formed at the boundary, glided
over some distance in the cross-slip plane and retur-
ned back in a plane parallel to the pile up plane,
so that they reached the boundary at a place which
was still empty of extrinsic dislocations.

TEM observations in compressed bicrystals have
proved that cross-slip near grain boundaries is not
only active in thin foils where image forces can
help it I32] but also in the bulk. An interesting
finding was that cross-slip usually occured symmetri-
cally on both sides of the boundary. This gives fur-

Fig.14 - Dislocations escaping from the heads of pile
ups. TEM micrograph of a thin foil strained
in the HVEM (%923 K, T% 150 MPa). (A.Jacques
et al. unpublished results). The motion of
dislocations in the cross-slip plane is made
visible by slip traces.

ther indication that dislocation arrangements tend
to preserve bicrystals symmetry : since the cross-

slip reduced the long range stress fields of the
original pile ups in grain I, the compensating
stress fields of the pile ups in grain II had to be

reduced in the same way. A a matter of fact, the

driving force for cross-slip must have stemmed from
internal stresses since the Schmid factor of the

applied stress on the cross-slip plane was very low
in the orientations that have been investigated. In

the configuration of figure 15, complete prismatic
loops have been formed by double cross-slip and the
formation of such loops where segments screen each
others stress fields is a way to minimize long range
stresses.

Some of the observations reported above strongly
suggest that dislocations arrange themselves in

gra.ins I and II so as to compensate mutually their
stresses. Such compensation however cannot be per-
fect in any case and due to dislocation kinetics
some degree of overcompensation might occur. If one

accepts the idea that stress reversal can occur in
a particular region as deformation and time proceed,
this implies that backward motion of dislocations
must occur.

Such backward motion from the grain boundary was
indeed observed during straining experiments in the
HVEM (Baillin and Jacques, unpublished work). The

configuration shown in figure 16 is supposed to have
resulted from a stress reversal during the course of
compression at constant strain rate. From the double
contrast it is clear that the two dislocations (a,b)
have a Burgers vector opposed to that of dislocation
(c). Dislocations (a,b) moved from the boundary into
the grain interior as indicated by their curvature.
In view of the reported difficulties for dislocation
transmission across a grain boundary, it is very un-

likely that such long dislocations have crossed the
boundary. We proposed rather that they were first
driven towards the boundary by a -say- positive
stress, have aligned parallel to the boundary and
moved back into the grain after stress reversal due
to dislocation activity in an adjacent area. This
newly reversed stress on the other hand has driven
dislocation (c) towards the boundary.
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An important point, if this interpretation is cor-

rect, is that bow outs of dislocations towards the

grain interior cannot be taken as proof that the dis-
locations have crossed the boundary or were emitted
by grain boundary sources. 

Fig.16 - Dislocations (a) and (bi, which had previously
been driven towards the boundary, bow out
away from it after stress reversal has oc-

cured. Dislocation (c), with opposite
Burgers vector, is pushed towards the boun-
dary. Z=25 Si bicrystal deformed as in Fig.
15. After [27].

7. Summary and concluding remarks

E = 9 bicrystals of silicon have been deformed by
symmetrical loading at temperatures which are mode-
rate for covalent materials and correspond rather to
cold deformation of most usual metals.

It has been shown that E = 9 boundaries strongly
hinder dislocation motion and hence slip propagation.

The possibility for dislocations to be absorbed
in the grain boundary was confirmed by observations.
But such absorption process does not lead to infini-
tesimal dislocations whose dispersion in the bounda-

ry plane would restore a perfect, although with dif-
ferent characteristics, interface. The absorption
process is a reaction with the ordered structure of

the grain boundary and leads to discrete grain boun-
dary dislocations with Burgers vectors in the DSC

lattice. The mobility of these DSC dislocations ap-
pears to be low except when it can occur by pure
glide in the boundary plane. Such a low mobility

prevents an effective reduction of pile ups and as-
sociated stress fields, through the conversion of
crystal dislocations into grain boundary disloca-
tions homogeneously distributed along the interface.

Dislocation transmission across the grain bounda-
ry was also evidenced thanks to specially designed
experiments. This process appears to be very diffi-

cult since residual grain boundary dislocations have
to be created, because of topological requirements,
in the general case. This extra energy supply is
possible only when large stress concentrations are
present. Even for dislocations with a Burgers vector
common to grains I and II and when a good matching
of slip planes at the boundary exists, the dissocia-
ted nature of dislocations makes transmission at

least as difficult as usual cross slip, since par-
tial dislocations have not the same Burgers vectors
in the two grains. Further, for dislocations whose
Burgers vector must be changed before they can glide
in the second crystal, transmission is rate control-
led by the dispersion of residual dislocations in
the boundary away from the impact and the process
would saturate very rapidly if residual defects have
a low mobility. As absorption, transmission cannot
efficiently reduce pile up stresses.

TEM observations have proved that the pile up si-
tuation is rather resorbed by symmetric dislocation
arrangements on either side of the boundary and by
multiple slip (profuse cross slip, network formation
with Lomer-Cottrell locks...). Various situations
arise which however seem to obey général laws such
as preservation of symmetry and minimization of long
range internal stresses.

This is achieved by dislocation arrangements which
are not unlike those observed at large strains in
single crystals, except that they appear right at
the onset of plastic deformation,at grain boundaries.
The dislocation structure in the region adjacent to

grain boundaries is a hardened (and hardening) one,
compared with that which is observed in the grain
interiors. In that sense one can say that near grain
boundary regions are in an advanced stage of defor-
ma t ion .

There remains the question how representative our
observations are for other crystal and grain bounda-
ry structures and for other deformation conditions.

Only grain boundary mechanisms, i.e. absorption
and transmission, depend on the kind of grain boun-
dary which is considered. 

’

We feel, however, that dislocation transmission
across grain boundaries is not important for the
cold deformation of polycrystals, since this process
was observed to be very difficult in the highly fa-
vourable situation of the Z = 9 boundary (one commor.
Burgers vector and good matching of slip planes).
Naturally, this conclusion should not apply for dis-
location crossing of subgrain boundaries, which can
be important under creep conditions.

Absorption of dislocations could be easier in

grain boundaries with a smaller degree of coincidence
than the "special" E = 9. In "general" boundaries,
dislocation Burgers vectors may be very small and the
term "absorption" could mean that dislocations really
lose most of their discreteness in the boundary. The
absorption process would be increasingly important
when temperature is increased. We feel that in cold
deformation it is of little importance, except may
be to prevent crack formation at grain boundaries,
through localized rearrangement of atoms at the
head of a pile up for example.

The statement that hardened structures form at the

grain boundary is believed to be valid in most cases
dislocation arrangements do not depend on the grain
boundary structure but rather on the geometrical res-
trictions that the crystallographic structure impo-
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ees to dislocation glide. One could suggest that the
more glide is geometrically constrained within the
bulk, the more the addition-1 geometric constraints
of the grain boundary will make themselves felt [27J.
In example, one expects a greater difference between
the dislocation structure near the grain boundary and
that in the bulk for hcp crystals than for bcc crys-
tals or for a fcc alloy with a low stacking fault
energy than for Al in which dislocations can glide
in various types of planes. This, however, has still
to be demonstrated.

Generally, stress fields at grain boundaries
should be modified by elastic incompatibilities in
anisotropic crystals and plastic incompatibilities
resulting from non-symmetric loading. This would be
taken care of by activating new slip systems which
can prevail over those of highest Schmid factors near
grain boundaries. In any case, this should be a fur-

ther reason for hardened regions to form.
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